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/h. o. - digital library - the art of acting, john dolman says: in the art of acting today—if not always in "show
business"—teamwork (or team play, as sir henry irving called, it) has become a major concern. it is not that
teamwork has become more important than individual acting; it is rather that the two have become less
distinguishable, and that the excellence of individual acting is now more likely to be judged ... b>' gordon
iiswls madison - university of ottawa - about acting. many of the studies that have b®e mad© and many
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bullough on “psychical distance” - acting and interpretation lie precisely in a difference in the nature of
the dis-tance these arts require.3 in speech and drama publications, as well as in those of the related areas of
literary criticism, psychology, and aesthetics, the term is miss whitaker is assistant professor of speech,
university of texas, austin. 1 john dolman, jr., the art of play pro-duction (new york, 1928), pp. 40 ... teaching
interpretation: students recall methods of early ... - professor john dolman, jr., for forty-two years
associated with the university of pennsylvania, made his influence felt in three distinct sub-divisions of the
world of english lan-guage and literature. first, the son and grandson of professional actors, he per-haps made
himself known best to the scholarly world as an authority on prac-tical aspects of the drama. second, he was
an outstanding ... approaches to composition in selected directing texts: a ... - dean, the art of play
production by john dolman, play direc !,ion by john deitrich, principles of theatre art by h. d. albright, w. p.
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fundamentals of play direction, holt rinchart winston inc.1965. academic staff - uleth - crane, charlie art day,
james albert ... daykin, phillip norman computer science dolman, douglas chemistry and biochemistry
dravland, vern education dua, bhagwan d. political science earl, samual aubrey education elton, david
kitchener political science evelyn, george elbert music falkenberg, eugene edward education fletcher, roy
jackson geography frantz, donald gene native american studies ... communication of an actor’s mental
processes to an audience - suggested by john dolman jr.? the artist, he claims, "is two things at once: artist
and instrument •••• as instrument, the actor is theoretically identified with the character he represents ••••
as artist, on the other hand, we think or him as independent of the character--as an interpreter •••• 5 thus, a
dualism. in the art is implied: acting is emotion controlled by ... bibliography - essays on franÃ§ois
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syracuseexit the ... - betts, john h. “the cherry orchard”. understanding chekhov: a critical study of
chekhov’s prose and drama. ... famous russian director and founder of the moscow art theatre, could never
agree on the tone of chekhov’s plays when they were first produced. chekhov vowed that he had written
delightful comedies; stanislavsky presented them as serious dramas. my first exposure to this ...
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